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1

Before You Start

This document provides detailed information about application programming
interfaces (APIs) of Speech Recognition Service (SIS), including API descriptions,
syntax, parameters, and examples. SIS includes Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR), Text To Speech (TTS), Real-Time ASR (RASR), ASR Customization (ASRC),
and TTS Customization (TTSC).

1.1 Overview
Welcome to Speech Interaction Service API Reference. Speech Interaction Service
(SIS) provides a man-machine interaction mode using APIs. You can obtain the
speech interaction results by real-time access and API calling.
SIS provides self-developed APIs. SIS includes Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR), Text To Speech (TTS), Real-Time ASR (RASR), ASR Customization (ASRC),
and TTS Customization (TTSC).
Table 1-1 ASR APIs
API

Description

ASR

ASR converts audio recordings whose duration is
within 1 minute and whose size is less than 4 MB into
text.

Table 1-2 TTS APIs
API

Description

TTS

TTS converts text into lifelike voices. Users can access
and call APIs to synthesize the input text into audio
and obtain the voice synthesis result in real time. TTS
provides speech services with customizable timbres,
speech volumes, and speeds for enterprises and
individuals.
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Table 1-3 RASR APIs
API

Description

RASR

This is a WebSocket API provided by HUAWEI CLOUD,
and is used for real-time speech recognition. An audio
file is transmitted by fragments. The server can return
the intermediate results during the recognition
process and the final recognition result after the
process is complete.

Table 1-4 ASRC APIs
API

Description

Sentence Transcription

The Sentence Transcription API is used for real-time
recognition of short sentences. The entire audio is
uploaded at a time, and the recognition result is
returned immediately.

Long Audio
Transcription

The Long Audio Transcription API is used to recognize
audio files whose duration is within five hours.
Because Long Audio Transcription takes a long time,
the recognition process is asynchronous.

Table 1-5 TTSC APIs
API

Description

TTSC

Text to Speech Customization (TTSC) leverages
advanced speech technologies from Huawei, in
combination with deep learning algorithms, to
convert text into smooth, natural speech. Users can
access and call APIs to synthesize the input text into
audio and obtain the voice synthesis result in real
time. TTSC provides speech services with
customizable timbres, speech volumes, speeds, and
pitches for enterprises and individuals.

1.2 API Calling
SIS supports Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs, allowing you to call APIs
using HTTPS. For details about API calling, see Calling REST APIs. SIS also
provides WebSocket APIs that support the WebSocket protocol. For details about
the calling methods, see Calling WebSocket APIs.
To obtain required audio examples, go to Audio Examples.
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1.3 Endpoints
An endpoint is the request address for calling an API. Endpoints vary depending on
services and regions.
Currently, ASR, ASRC, TTS, and RASR of SIS support the following regions and
endpoints:
ASR and TTS support the following endpoint:
Table 1-6 ASR and TTS
Region

Endpoint
Region

Endpoint

Protocol

CN North-Beijing1

cn-north-1

sis.cnnorth-1.myhuaweicloud.com

HTTPS

ASRC (Sentence Transcription and Long Audio Transcription) supports the
following endpoints:
Table 1-7 ASRC
Region

Endpoint
Region

Endpoint

Protocol

CN North-Beijing1

cn-north-1

sis-ext.cnnorth-1.myhuaweicloud.com

HTTPS

CN North-Beijing4

cn-north-4

sis-ext.cnnorth-4.myhuaweicloud.com

HTTPS

RASR supports the following endpoints:
Table 1-8 RASR
Region

Endpoint
Region

Endpoint

Protocol

CN NorthBeijing1

cn-north-1

sis-ext.cnnorth-1.myhuaweicloud.com

Websocke
t

CN NorthBeijing4

cn-north-4

sis-ext.cnnorth-4.myhuaweicloud.com

Websocke
t

TTSC supports the following endpoints:
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Table 1-9 TTSC
Region

Endpoint
Region

Endpoint

Protocol

CN NorthBeijing1

cn-north-1

sis-ext.cnnorth-1.myhuaweicloud.com

HTTPS

CN NorthBeijing4

cn-north-4

sis-ext.cnnorth-4.myhuaweicloud.com

HTTPS

Hot words (hot words in Sentence Transcription, Long Audio Transcription, and
RASR) support the following endpoints:
Table 1-10 Hot words
Region

Endpoint
Region

Endpoint

Protocol

CN North-Beijing1

cn-north-1

sis-ext.cnnorth-1.myhuaweicloud.com

HTTPS

CN North-Beijing4

cn-north-4

sis-ext.cnnorth-4.myhuaweicloud.com

HTTPS

Table 1-11 Oral English Assessment
Region

Endpoint
Region

Endpoint

Protocol

CN North-Beijing4

cn-north-4

sis-ext.cnnorth-4.myhuaweicloud.com

HTTPS

1.4 Concepts
●

Account
An account is created upon successful registration with HUAWEI CLOUD. The
account has full access permissions for all of its cloud services and resources.
It can be used to reset user passwords and grant user permissions. The
account is a payment entity. You should not directly use an account to
perform routine management. For security purposes, create users and grant
them permissions for routine management.

●

IAM user
A user is created in IAM using an account to use cloud services. Each user has
its own identity credentials (password and access keys).
You can view the account ID and user ID on the My Credentials page of the
console. The account name, username, and password will be required for API
authentication.
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Region
Regions are divided based on geographical location and network latency.
Public services, such as Elastic Cloud Server (ECS), Elastic Volume Service
(EVS), Object Storage Service (OBS), Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), Elastic IP
(EIP), and Image Management Service (IMS), are shared within the same
region. Regions are classified as universal regions and dedicated regions. A
universal region provides universal cloud services for common tenants. A
dedicated region provides services of the same type or only provides services
for specific tenants.
For details, see Regions and AZs.

●

AZ
AZs are physically isolated locations in a region, but are interconnected
through an internal network for enhanced application availability.

●

Project
Projects group and isolate resources (including compute, storage, and network
resources) across physical regions. A default project is provided for each
HUAWEI CLOUD region, and subprojects can be created under each default
project. Users can be granted permissions to access all resources in a specific
project. For more refined access control, create subprojects under a project
and purchase resources in the subprojects. Users can then be assigned
permissions to access only specific resources in the subprojects.
Figure 1-1 Project isolating model
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API Overview

SIS supports Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs, allowing you to call APIs
using HTTPS. For details, see Table 2-1. SIS also provides WebSocket APIs that
support the WebSocket protocol. For details, see Table 2-2.
Table 2-1 REST API functions
API

Function

API URI

ASRC API
(Sentence
Transcription)

Sentence
Transcription

POST /v1/{project_id}/asr/short-audio

ASRC API (Long
Audio
Transcription)

Long Audio
Transcription
APIs

Recognition API: POST /v1/{project_id}/asr/
transcriber/jobs

ASR API

ASR APIs

POST /v1.0/voice/asr/sentence

TTS API

TTS APIs

POST /v1.0/voice/tts

TTSC API

TTSC APIs

POST /v1/{project_id}/tts

Oral English
Assessment
APIs

Oral English
Assessment
APIs

Speech Assessment: POST /v1/{project_id}/
assessment/audio

Status query API: GET /v1/{project_id}/asr/
transcriber/jobs/{job_id}

Multi-Modal Assessment: POST /v1/
{project_id}/assessment/video

Table 2-2 WebSocket API functions
API

Function

API URI

RASR APIs
(Request)

Starting the
Recognition

The following three request modes
are supported:
● Streaming

Sending Audio Data
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Function

API URI

Ending the
Recognition

WSS /v1/{project_id}/rasr/shortstream
● Continuous
WSS /v1/{project_id}/rasr/continuestream
● Single-Sentence
WSS /v1/{project_id}/rasr/sentencestream
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Applying for the OBT

If the service is in commercial use, you do not need to subscribe to it. If the service
is in the open beta test, apply for and subscribe to the service first.
NOTE
If you use SIS for the first time, you need to configure OBS access permissions. You only
need to configure them once. For details, see Configuring Access Permissions of OBS.

1.

Log in to the product page and click Console in the upper right corner. The
Console page is displayed.

2.

Click Service List. Choose EI Enterprise Intelligence > Speech Interaction
Service from the service list. The Speech Interaction Service management
console is displayed.

3.

Select the target service on the Beta Services tab. Click Apply for Open Beta
Test.
NOTE
● If a sub-service cannot be used after being approved, log out of and then log in to
the management console again.
● To apply for multiple beta services at the same time, select your desired services
and click Batch Apply for Open Beta Test.
● The OBT application is manually reviewed. Generally, approval takes one to two
days. During holidays, approval will be postponed.

4.
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Calling REST APIs

4.1 Making an API Request
This section describes the structure of a RESTful API, and uses the IAM API for
obtaining a user token as an example to demonstrate how to call an API. The
obtained token can then be used to authenticate the calling of other APIs.
A request consists of the request URI, method, header, and body. The following
figure shows a request example. This section details each part of a request.
Figure 4-1 Request example

Request URI
A request URI is in the following format:
{URI-scheme} :// {Endpoint} / {resource-path} ? {query-string}
Table 4-1 Request URI
Parameter

Description

URI-scheme

Protocol used to transmit requests. All APIs use HTTPS.
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Parameter

Description

Endpoint

Domain name or IP address of the server bearing the REST
service. The endpoint varies between services in different
regions. It can be obtained from Endpoints. For example, the
endpoint of Sentence Transcription in the CN North-Beijing4
region is sis-ext.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com.

resourcepath

Access path of an API for performing a specified operation.
Obtain the path from the URI of an API. For example, the
resource-path of the Sentence Transcription API is /v1/
{project_id}/asr/short-audio. Replace project_id with the user's
actual project ID. For details about how to obtain the project ID,
see Obtaining a Project ID.

query-string

Query parameter, which is optional. Ensure that a question mark
(?) is included before each query parameter that is in the format
of "Parameter name=Parameter value". For example, job_id=123
in Status Query indicates the result of job whose job_id is 123.

For example, to obtain a request URI of Sentence Transcription in the CN NorthBeijing4, obtain the endpoint sis-ext.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com of this region
and the resource-path (/v1/{project_id}/asr/short-audio) in the URI of the
Sentence Transcription API. Then, construct the URI as follows:
https://sis-ext.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/v1/{project_id}/asr/short-audio

Figure 4-2 Example URI

NOTE
To simplify the URI display in this document, each API is provided only with a resourcepath and a request method. The URI-scheme of all APIs is HTTPS, and the endpoints of all
APIs in the same region are identical.

Request Methods
The HTTP protocol defines the following request methods that can be used to
send a request to the server:
●

GET: requests the server to return specified resources.

●

PUT: requests the server to update specified resources.

●

POST: requests the server to add resources or perform special operations.

●

DELETE: requests the server to delete specified resources, for example, an
object.

Issue 01 (2020-11-19)
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●

HEAD: same as GET except that the server must return only the response
header.

●

PATCH: requests the server to update partial content of a specified resource.
If the resource does not exist, a new resource will be created.

For example, in the case of the Sentence Transcription API, the request method is
POST. The request is as follows:
POST https://sis-ext.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/v1/{project_id}/asr/short-audio

Request Header
You can also add additional header fields to a request, such as the fields required
by a specified URI or HTTP method. For example, to request for the authentication
information, add Content-Type, which specifies the request body type.
Common request headers are as follows:
●

Content-Type: specifies the request body type or format. This field is
mandatory and its default value is application/json.

●

X-Auth-Token: specifies a user token only for token-based API authentication.
For details about user tokens, see Token-based Authentication in
Authentication.
NOTE
In addition to supporting token-based authentication, public cloud APIs also support
authentication using access key ID/secret access key (AK/SK). During AK/SK-based
authentication, an SDK is used to sign the request, and the Authorization (signature
information) and X-Sdk-Date (time when the request is sent) header fields are
automatically added to the request. For more details, see Authentication.

The following provides an example request with a header included.
POST https://sis-ext.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/v1/{project_id}/asr/short-audio
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token: MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINOD...

Request Body
The body of a request is often sent in a structured format as specified in the
Content-Type header field. The request body transfers content except the request
header. If the request body contains Chinese characters, these characters must be
coded in UTF-8.
The request body varies between APIs. Some APIs do not require the request body,
such as the APIs requested using the GET and DELETE methods.
In the case of the Sentence Transcription API, the request parameters and
parameter descriptions can be obtained from the API request. The following is an
example request with the body added. The data parameter indicates the Base64encoded character string converted from the audio. For details, see the Sentence
Transcription API reference.
POST https://sis-ext.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/v1/{project_id}/asr/short-audio
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token: MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINOD...
{

"data": "encode audio by Base64",
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"config": {
"audio_format": "wav",
"property": "chinese_8k_common"
}

}

If all data required for the API request is available, you can send the request to call
the API through curl, Postman, or coding. For the Sentence Transcription API,
you can obtain the request parameters and parameter descriptions from the
response message.

4.2 Authentication
Requests for calling an API can be authenticated using either of the following
methods:
●

Token-based authentication: Requests are authenticated using a token.

●

AK/SK-based authentication: Requests are authenticated by encrypting the
request body using an AK/SK pair.

Token-based Authentication
NOTE
The validity period of a token is 24 hours. When using a token for authentication, cache it
to prevent frequently calling the IAM API used to obtain a user token.

A token specifies temporary permissions in a computer system. During API
authentication using a token, the token is added to requests to get permissions for
calling the API.
In the case of the API used to obtain a user token, the request parameters and
parameter descriptions can be obtained from the API request. In the header of a
request for calling this API, only the Content-Type field needs to be added. An
example request is as follows:
Set the username (username), domain name (domainname), and login password
(********). For details about how to obtain username, domain name, and project
name, see Obtaining Account, IAM User, Group, Project, Region, and Agency
Information.
The endpoint for obtaining the token and the project name must be consistent
with those of SIS. To access the endpoint of CN North-Beijing4 (that is, sisext.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com), use the https://iam.cnnorth-4.myhuaweicloud.comendpoint to obtain the token. Use cn-north-4 for
projectname.
When calling the API to obtain a user token, you must set auth.scope in the
request body to project.
POST https://iam.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/v3/auth/tokens
Content-Type: application/json
{

"auth": {
"identity": {
"methods": [
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"password"
],
"password": {
"user": {
"name": "username",
"password": "********",
"domain": {
"name": "domainname"
}
}
}

}

}

},
"scope": {
"project": {
"name": "projectname"
}
}

As shown in the following picture, x-subject-token in the response header is the
desired user token. This token can then be used to authenticate the calling of SIS
APIs.
Figure 4-3 Header fields of the response to the request for obtaining a user token

After a token is obtained, the X-Auth-Token header field must be added to
requests to specify the token when calling other APIs. For example, if the token is
ABCDEFJ...., X-Auth-Token: ABCDEFJ.... can be added to a request as follows:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token: ABCDEFJ....

AK/SK-based Authentication
NOTE
AK/SK-based authentication supports API requests with a body not larger than 12 MB. For
API requests with a larger body, token-based authentication is recommended.

In AK/SK-based authentication, AK/SK is used to sign requests and the signature is
then added to the requests for authentication.
●

Issue 01 (2020-11-19)
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SK: secret access key used in conjunction with an AK to sign requests
cryptographically. It identifies a request sender and prevents the request from
being modified.

In AK/SK-based authentication, you can use an AK/SK to sign requests based on
the signature algorithm or use the signing SDK to sign requests. For details about
how to sign requests and use the signature SDK, see API Request Signing Guide.

NOTICE

The signing SDK is only used for signing requests and is different from the SDKs
provided by services.
For details about how to obtain the AK/SK, see Obtaining an AK/SK.

4.3 Response
Status Code
After sending a request, you will receive a response, including a status code,
response header, and response body.
A status code is a group of digits, ranging from 1xx to 5xx. It indicates the status
of a request. For more information, see Status Codes.
If status code 200 is returned for the calling of SIS APIs, the request is successful.

Response Header
Similar to a request, a response also has a header, for example, Content-type. The
response headers of SIS can be used for fault locating.

Response Body
The body of a response is often returned in structured format as specified in the
Content-Type header field. The response body transfers content except the
response header.
The following shows part of the response body for the Sentence Transcription
API. For details about the format, see the Sentence Transcription responses.
{

}

"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651",
"result":{
"text": "Welcome to the voice cloud service.",
"score": 0.9
}

If an error occurs during API calling, an error code and a message will be
displayed. The following shows an error response body.
{
}

"error_msg": "***",
"error_code": "SIS.0001"
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In the response body, error_code is an error code, and error_msg provides
information about the error.
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Calling WebSocket APIs

Prerequisites
Before calling the WebSocket API of RASR, you must complete token
authentication. For detailed operations, see Authentication.

API Use
The RASR API uses the WebSocket protocol. Figure 5-1 illustrates the process of
client-server communication:
Three steps are involved:
1.

Perform the WebSocket handshake.

2.

Conduct real-time speech recognition based on the WebSocket protocol.

3.

Close the WebSocket connection.

When the WebSocket protocol is used for real-time speech recognition, the client
needs to send a start message first, then continuously sends speech data to the
server, and finally sends an end message. During this process, the client also
continuously receives the recognition results or events sent by the server, and
performs corresponding processing according to the received messages. For details
about the RASR API, see API Description.
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Figure 5-1 Client-server communication process
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ASRC APIs

6.1 Sentence Transcription
Function
This API is used for real-time recognition of short sentences. The entire audio is
uploaded at a time, and the recognition result is returned immediately. For details
about the constraints on using this API, see Restrictions and Limitations. For
details about how to use this API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
POST /v1/{project_id}/asr/short-audio

●

Parameters

Table 6-1 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain the
project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

Request
Table 6-2 Request parameters
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

config

Yes

Object

Configuration information. For
details, see Table 6-3.
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Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

data

Yes

String

Audio data (encoded by Base64).
The size of the data after being
encoded by Base64 cannot exceed 4
MB. The audio duration cannot
exceed 1 minute.

Table 6-3 config data structure
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

audio_format

Yes

String

Supported audio format. For details,
see Table 6-4.

property

Yes

String

Model feature string in use, which is
generally in the

Language_Sampling rate_Domain
format. The sampling rate must be
the same as the audio sampling
rate. For details about the value
range, see Table 6-5.
add_punc

No

String

Whether to add punctuation marks
to the recognition result. Possible
values are yes and no. The default
value is no.

digit_norm

No

String

Whether to convert digits in the
speech into Arabic numerals.
Possible values are yes and no. The
default value is yes.

vocabulary_id

No

String

ID of a hot word table. If no hot
word table is used, this field can be
left blank.
For details about how to create a
hot word table, see Creating a Hot
Word Table.

Table 6-4 Value range of audio_format
Value

Description

pcm16k16bit

16 kHz, 16-bit mono-channel audio recording data

pcm8k16bit

8 kHz, 16-bit mono-channel audio recording data

ulaw16k8bit

16 kHz, 8-bit ulaw mono-channel audio recording data
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Value

Description

ulaw8k8bit

8 kHz, 8-bit ulaw mono-channel audio recording data

alaw16k8bit

16 kHz, 8-bit alaw mono-channel audio recording data

alaw8k8bit

8 kHz, 8-bit alaw mono-channel audio recording data

mp3

MP3 audio recording data Currently, only monochannel audio is supported.

aac

AAC audio recording data Currently, only monochannel audio is supported.

wav

Format with the WAV encapsulation header. The
format is automatically determined by the
encapsulation header. Currently, only the 8 kHz/16 kHz
sampling rate, mono channel, and pcm, alaw, or ulaw
encoding format are supported.

amr

AMR narrowband (8 kHz) compressed audio recording
data Currently, only mono-channel audio is supported.

amrwb

AMR broadband (16 kHz) compressed audio recording
data Currently, only mono-channel audio is supported.

Table 6-5 Value range of property
Value

Description

chinese_8k_common

Speech recognition of Chinese Mandarin with a
sampling rate of 8 kHz

chinese_16k_common

Speech recognition of Chinese Mandarin with a
sampling rate of 16 kHz

chinese_16k_general

Speech recognition of Chinese Mandarin with a
sampling rate of 16 kHz and some simple dialects
If this parameter is selected, the vocabulary_id
parameter is not supported. The format can only be
pcm16k16bit, MP3, or WAV, and the region can only be
cn-north-4.

Response
Table 6-6 describes the response parameters.
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Table 6-6 Response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

error_code

No

String

For details, see the error code list.
This parameter is not included
when the API is successfully called.

error_msg

No

String

Returned error message. This
parameter is not included when
the API is successfully called.

trace_id

Yes

String

Service internal token used to trace
a specific process in logs. This
parameter is not included when
the API fails to be called.
In some error cases, this field may
not exist.

result

Yes

Object

If the calling is successful, this
parameter indicates the
recognition result. Otherwise, this
parameter is invalid. For details,
see Table 6-7.

Table 6-7 result data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

text

Yes

String

Recognition result of a successful
call

score

Yes

Float

Confidence of a successful call. The
value ranges from 0 to 1.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

POST https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/asr/short-audio
Request header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request body:
{
"config":
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{

}

●

"audio_format": "ulaw8k8bit",
"property": "chinese_8k_common",
"add_punc": "yes"
},
"data": "/+MgxAAUeHpMAUkQAANhuRAC..."

Response example
–

Response example of successful recognition

{

}

–

"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651",
"result":{
"text": "Welcome to the speech cloud service.",
"score": 0.9
}

Response example of failed recognition
{

}

"error_code":"SIS.0001",
"error_msg":"***"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

6.2 Long Audio Transcription APIs
6.2.1 Long Audio Transcription
APIs of Long Audio Transcription are used to recognize long audio recording files.
These files are stored on OBS.
Recognition of an audio recording takes a long time, so the recognition process is
asynchronous. That is, two APIs are involved, API for creating recognition jobs (job
creation API) and API for querying job status (job status query API). After the job
creation API is called and returns the result, you can call the job status query API
to obtain the recognition status and result.

Function
The job creation API is used to create and submit an audio recording transcription
job. The audio recording file is stored in an OBS bucket. When enabling Long
Audio Transcription, you need to authorize the audio recording engine to read the
OBS bucket. For details, see Configuring Access Permissions of OBS. For details
about the constraints on using this API, see Restrictions and Limitations. For
details about how to use this API, see Introduction to SIS.

Restrictions
The audio duration cannot exceed 5 hours, and the file size cannot exceed 300
MB. The recognition task is completed within 24 hours, and the recognition result
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is returned. The recognition result is stored for 72 hours (counted from the time
when the recognition is complete). If you access the result after 72 hours, the
"task id is not found" error is returned.

URI
●

URI format
POST /v1/{project_id}/asr/transcriber/jobs

●

Parameters
Table 6-8 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain
the project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

Request
Table 6-9 Request parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

config

Yes

Object

Configuration information of
Long Audio Transcription. For
details, see Table 6-10.

data_url

Yes

String

OBS path for storing the audio
recording file. For details about
how to configure authorization,
see Configuring Access
Permissions of OBS.
The region of OBS must be the
same as that of the requested
service. Otherwise, OBS cannot
be used. Currently, only OBS
links belonging to your own
account can be used. Publicread OBS links of other users
are not supported.

Table 6-10 config data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

audio_format

No

-

Supported audio format. For details,
see Table 6-12.
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Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

property

Yes

String

Model feature string in use. Generally,
the value is in the Language_Sampling
rate_Domain format, for example,
chinese_8k_common.
The sampling rate must be the same
as that of the audio.
Currently, the following model feature
strings are supported:
chinese_8k_common
chinese_16k_conversation

add_punc

No

String

Whether to add punctuation marks to
the recognition result. Possible values
are yes and no. The default value is
no.

digit_norm

No

String

Whether to convert digits in the
speech into Arabic numerals. Possible
values are yes and no. The default
value is yes.

need_analysis_inf
o

No

Object

Sets the inspection analysis parameter
to specify whether to output the
inspection analysis result. If the value
is null, the result is not output.
This parameter is valid only for 8 kHz
models. For details about the data
structure, see Table 6-11.

vocabulary_id

No

String

ID of a hot word table. If no hot word
table is used, this field can be left
blank.
For details about how to create a hot
word table, see Creating a Hot Word
Table.
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Table 6-11 needanalysisinfo data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

diarization

No

Boolean

Whether speaker separation is
needed.
The default value is true, indicating
that speakers are separated and the
recognition result contains the role
item.
If the value is false, the recognition
result does not contain the role item.

channel

No

String

Audio channel of an audio recording.
Values include MONO, LEFT_AGENT,
and RIGHT_AGENT.
If channel is set to MONO, the
original file must be a mono-channel
audio file.
If the original file is a dual-channel
audio file, the system converts it into
a mono-channel file, which may
affect the recognition effect.
If channel is set to LEFT_AGENT or
RIGHT_AGENT, the original file must
be a dual-channel audio file. If the
original file is a mono-channel file,
the system converts it into a dualchannel one. In this case, two
identical results for one sentence are
returned.
If channel is set to LEFT_AGENT or
RIGHT_AGENT, and diarization is
set to true, the system assigns roles
based on the configuration. Then,
● LEFT_AGENT specifies the left
audio channel as an agent.
● RIGHT_AGENT specifies the right
audio channel as an agent.

emotion

No

Boolean

Whether to perform emotion
detection. The default value is true.
Two emotions are supported, that is,
NORMAL and ANGRY.

speed
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Table 6-12 Value range of audio_format
Value

Description

auto

Automatic format determination by system. Formats
such as WAV (the pcm, ulaw, alaw, and adpcm
encoding formats are supported), MP3, M4A, oggspeex, ogg-opus, AMR, and WMA are supported. The
corresponding file suffixes
are .wav, .mp3, .m4a, .spx, .opus, .amr, and .wma
(case insensitive). Currently, only mono-channel audio
is supported.

pcm16k16bit

16 kHz, 16-bit RAW audio recording data

pcm8k16bit

8 kHz, 16-bit RAW audio recording data

ulaw16k8bit

16 kHz, 8-bit ulaw RAW audio recording data

ulaw8k8bit

8 kHz, 8-bit ulaw RAW audio recording data

alaw16k8bit

16 kHz, 8-bit alaw RAW audio recording data

alaw8k8bit

8 kHz, 8-bit alaw RAW audio recording data

vox8k4bit

8 kHz, 4-bit vox RAW audio recording data

v3_8k4bit

8 kHz, 4-bit v3 RAW audio recording data

Response
Table 6-13 describes the response parameters.
Table 6-13 Response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

error_code

No

String

For details, see the error code list.
This parameter is not included
when the API is successfully called.

error_msg

No

String

Returned error message. This
parameter is not included when
the API is successfully called.

job_id

No

String

ID of the job to be created. This
parameter is mandatory when a
job is successfully created.
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Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

POST https://{endpoint}/v1/1609d8170cd86660a81281e5a3a03f8b/asr/transcriber/jobs
Request header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request body:
{
"config":
{
"audio_format": "auto",
"property": "chinese_8k_common",
"add_punc": "yes",
"need_analysis_info":
{
"diarization": true,
"channel": "LEFT_AGENT",
"emotion": true
}
},
"data_url":"https://****_voip.obs.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/VOIP/***.wav"
}

●

Response example
–

–

Response example of successful recognition

{
"job_id": "567e6536-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939656"
}

Response example of failed recognition
{
"error_code":"SIS.0002",
"error_msg":"***"
}

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

6.2.2 Status Query
Function
This API is used to obtain the audio recording transcription result and status. For
details about the constraints on using this API, see Restrictions and Limitations.
For details about how to use this API, see Introduction to SIS.
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URI
●

URI format
GET /v1/{project_id}/asr/transcriber/jobs/{job_id}

●

Parameters
Table 6-14 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain
the project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

job_id

Yes

ID of an audio recording transcription job

Request
N/A

Response
Table 6-15 describes the response parameters.
Table 6-15 Response parameters
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

error_code

No

String

For details, see Error Codes.

error_msg

No

String

Returned error message

status

No

String

Current recognition status. Possible
values are as follows:
WAITING: The file is waiting to be
recognized.
FINISHED: The recognition is
completed.
ERROR: An error occurred during the
recognition process.

create_time

No

String

Time when a job is created. The value is
in the RFC 3339 format.
Example: 2018-12-04T13:10:29.310Z

start_time

No

String

Recognition start time. The value is in
the RFC 3339 format.
This parameter is valid when status is
FINISHED or ERROR.
Example: 2018-12-04T13:10:29.310Z
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Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

finish_time

No

String

Recognition end time. The value is in
the RFC 3339 format.
This parameter is valid when status is
FINISHED or ERROR.
Example: 2018-12-04T13:10:29.310Z

segments

No

Array of
objects

Recognition result, which is an array of
multiple sentence recognition results.
For details about the data structure, see
Table segment data structure.

Table 6-16 segment data structure
Parameter

Mand
atory

Type

Description

start_time

Yes

Integer

Start timestamp of a sentence (unit:
ms)

end_time

Yes

Integer

End timestamp of a sentence (unit:
ms)

result

Yes

Object

If the calling is successful, this
parameter indicates the recognition
result. Otherwise, this parameter is
invalid. For details about the data
structure, see the result data
structure table.

Table 6-17 result data structure
Parameter

Mand
atory

Type

Description

text

Yes

String

Recognition result text

analysis_info

No

Object

Object of the inspection analysis
result of each sentence.
This result is returned only when
need_analysis_info in the
recognition configuration is not null.
For details about the data structure,
see the analysisinfo data structure
table.
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Table 6-18 analysisinfo data structure
Parameter

Mand
atory

Type

Description

role

No

String

Role type. Currently, only AGENT and
USER are supported.

emotion

No

String

Emotion type. Currently, only
NORMAL and ANGRY are supported.
This parameter is valid only when
emotion is set to true in the
recognition settings.

speed

No

Float

Speech speed, in words per second.
This parameter is valid only when
speed is set to true in the
recognition settings.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

GET https://{endpoint}/v1/1609d8170cd86660a81281e5a3a03f8b/asr/transcriber/jobs/567e6536a89c-13c3-a882-826321939656
Request header:
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...

●

Response example
–

Response example for WAITING recognition status

–

Response example for FINISHED recognition status

{
"status": "WAITING",
"create_time": "2018-12-04T13:10:29.310Z"
}

{

"status": "FINISHED",
"create_time": "2018-12-04T13:10:29.310Z",
"start_time": "2018-12-04T13:16:29.310Z",
"finish_time": "2018-12-04T13:35:18.310Z",
"segments":
[
{
"start_time": 100,
"end_time": 1500,
"result":
{
"text": "Result of the first sentence",
"analysis_info":
{
"role": "AGENT",
"emotion": "NORMAL",
"speed": 5.62
}
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}

]

}

}

–

Response example of failed recognition

–

Response example of failed recognition

{
"error_code": "SIS.30006",
"error_msg": "Invalid data found when processing input",
"status": "ERROR",
"create_time": "2019-05-08 T11:01:41Z",
"start_time": "2019-06-06T15:10:12.423Z",
"finish_time": "2019-06-06T15:10:12.424Z"
}
{
"error_code":"SIS.0002",
"error_msg":"***"
}

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.
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7.1 TTSC
Function
TTSC converts text into lifelike voices. Users can access and call the APIs to
synthesize the input text into audio and obtain the voice synthesis result in real
time. TTSC provides speech services with customizable timbres, speech volumes,
and speeds for enterprises and individuals. For details about the constraints on
using this API, see Restrictions and Limitations. For details about how to use this
API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
POST /v1/{project_id}/tts

●

Parameters
Table 7-1 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain
the project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

Request
Table 7-2 Request parameters
Parameter

Type

Manda
tory

Description

text

String

Yes

Text to be synthesized, which can
contain fewer than 500 characters
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Parameter

Type

Manda
tory

Description

config

Object

No

Configuration information. For details,
see Table 7-3.

Table 7-3 config data structure
Parameter

Type

Mandato
ry

Description

audio_format

String

No

Audio format header. Possible values
are wav, mp3, and pcm.
Default value: wav
Ancestor: config

sample_rate

String

No

Sampling rate. Possible values are
16000 and 8000.
Default value: 8000
Ancestor: config

property

String

No

Voice synthesis feature character
string in the format of
{language}_{speaker}_{domain}.
There are two types of speakers:
speakers with average pronunciation
and speakers with high-quality
pronunciation. For details about their
prices, see the Product Pricing
Details.
● Every 100 words or fewer are
counted as one API call if you
choose a speaker with average
pronunciation. For details about
the value range, see Table 7-4.
● Every 50 words are counted as one
API call if you choose a speaker
with high-quality pronunciation.
Such API call is available only in
the cn-north-4 region. The pitch
cannot be adjusted. For details
about the value range, see Table
7-5.
Default value:
chinese_xiaoyan_common
Ancestor: config
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Parameter

Type

Mandato
ry

Description

speed

Integer

No

Speech speed
Value range: -500 to 500 (including
-500 and 500)
Default value: 0
Ancestor: config

pitch

Integer

No

Pitch
Value range: -500 to 500 (including
-500 and 500)
Default value: 0
Ancestor: config

volume

Integer

No

Speech volume
Value range: 0 to 100
Default value: 50
Ancestor: config

Table 7-4 Value range of property for speakers with average pronunciation
Value

Description

chinese_xiaoqi_common

xiaoqi, standard female voice

chinese_xiaoyu_common

xiaoyu, standard male voice

chinese_xiaoyan_common

xiaoyan, gentle female voice

chinese_xiaowang_comm
on

xiaowang, child's voice

Table 7-5 Value range of property for speakers with high-quality pronunciation
Value

Description

chinese_huaxiaoxia_comm
on

huaxiaoxia, passionate female voice

chinese_huaxiaogang_com
mon

huaxiaogang, neat male voice

chinese_huaxiaolu_commo
n

huaxiaolu, intellectual female voice

chinese_huaxiaoshu_com
mon

huaxiaoshu, soothing female voice
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Value

Description

chinese_huaxiaowei_com
mon

huaxiaowei, sweet female voice

chinese_huaxiaoliang_com
mon

huaxiaoliang, bright female voice

chinese_huaxiaodong_com
mon

huaxiaodong, mature male voice

chinese_huaxiaoyan_com
mon

huaxiaoyan, strict female voice

chinese_huaxiaoxuan_com
mon

huaxiaoxuan, female voice with a Taiwan accent

chinese_huaxiaowen_com
mon

huaxiaowen, mellow female voice

chinese_huaxiaoyang_com
mon

huaxiaoyang, energetic male voice

chinese_huaxiaomin_com
mon

huaxiaomin, female voice with a Fujian accent
(Hokkien)

Response
Table 7-6 Response parameters
Parameter

Type

Mandat
ory

Description

error_code

String

No

Refer to the error code list.

error_msg

String

No

Returned error message

trace_id

String

No

Service internal token used to trace a
specific process in logs.
In some cases, this field may not
exist.

result
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Parameter

Type

Mandat
ory

Description

data

String

No

Speech data, which is returned in
Base64 encoding format.
To generate audio, you need to
decode the Base64 code into a byte
array and save it as an audio file. The
audio format is set by the
audio_format parameter in the
request. The default format is WAV.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

POST https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/tts
Request Header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request body:
{
"text": "Welcome to the voice cloud service.",
"config":
{
"audio_format": "wav",
"sample_rate": "8000",
"property": "chinese_xiaoyan_common",
"speed": 10,
"pitch": 10,
"volume": 60
}
}

●

Response example
–

Response example of successful recognition

{

}

–

"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651",
"result":{
"data": "/+MgxAAUeHpMAUkQAANhuRAC..."
}

Response example of failed recognition
{

}

"error_code": "SIS.0032",
"error_msg": "'audio_format' is invalid"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.
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Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.
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RASR APIs

8.1 API Description
The RASR APIs are based on the WebSocket protocol, and provide three real-time
speech recognition modes, that is, Streaming, Continuous, and Single-sentence.
The handshake request wss-URI of each mode is different from those of others,
but the formats of WebSocket-based RASR requests and responses are consistent
among the three modes.
Developers can use a WebSocket software package or library interface in the Java,
Python, or C++ language to handshake with the RASR engine, send the speech
data, and obtain the recognition result. After the recognition work is done, close
the WebSocket connection.
●

For details about how to obtain the WebSocket handshake request wss-URI,
see WebSocket Handshake Requests.

●

For details about how to obtain the format of a RASR request, see RASR
Requests.

●

For details about how to obtain the format of a RASR response, see RASR
Responses.

When a client uses the WebSocket protocol to access the RASR APIs, the
connection can last 5 hours at most. If the WebSocket connection lasts more than
5 hours, the server automatically closes it.

8.2 WebSocket Handshake Requests
8.2.1 Streaming
Function
The speech used for streaming recognition must be shorter than one minute. This
mode is applicable to dialog recognition.
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This API allows you to input speech segments in streaming mode and obtain the
final result soon after the recognition work is complete. After a speech segment is
input, the RASR engine can immediately decode it and extract its features rather
than wait until all segments are input. Therefore, after the last speech segment is
input, you can get the final result after only a short period of time (the time for
processing the last speech segment + the time for generating the final result). The
streaming mode shortens the overall time for obtaining the final result and greatly
improves user experience.

wss-URI
●

wss-URI format
wss /v1/{project_id}/rasr/short-stream

●

Parameters
Table 8-1 Parameter description

●

Parameter

Mandator
y

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to
obtain the project ID, see
Obtaining a Project ID.

Request example

wss://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/rasr/short-stream
Request header:
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...

NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to
services and regions. For details, see Endpoints.

8.2.2 Continuous
Function
The speech used for continuous recognition must be shorter than five hours. This
mode is applicable to meeting, lecture, and live video recognition.
It combines streaming recognition with endpoint detection. In this mode, the
speech data is also input by segment, but endpoint detection is performed before
the engine processes the data. If speech is detected, decoding work starts. If
nothing (muting) is detected, the mute segment will be discarded. If the end point
of a speech segment is detected, the segment's recognition result is directly
returned, and then the engine continues to recognize subsequent speech data.
Therefore, in the continuous recognition mode, the recognition results may be
returned multiple times. If a long speech segment is sent, multiple recognition
results may be returned at a time.
With the muting detection function, continuous recognition generally has a higher
efficiency than streaming recognition, because the feature extraction and decoding
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operations are not performed on the mute segments, resulting in higher CPU
efficiency. The streaming mode is usually combined with the endpoint detection
function of the client, so only the detected valid speech segments are uploaded to
the server for recognition.

wss-URI
●

wss-URI format
wss /v1/{project_id}/rasr/continue-stream

●

Parameters
Table 8-2 Parameter description

●

Parameter

Mandator
y

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to
obtain the project ID, see Obtaining a
Project ID.

Request example

wss://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/rasr/continue-stream
Request header:
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...

NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to
services and regions. For details, see Endpoints.

8.2.3 Single-Sentence
Function
In the single-sentence mode, the end of a sentence is automatically detected.
Therefore, it is applicable to scenarios that require interaction with your systems,
such as outgoing call and password control.
Similar to the continuous mode, the single-sentence mode also involves endpoint
detection. Mute segments are discarded directly and only speech segments can be
decoded. The engine returns the recognition result after detecting a segment's end
point. However, in single-sentence mode, after the recognition result of the first
segment is returned, the subsequent segments are no longer recognized. This
applies to scenarios involving speech interaction with users. After a user says a
sentence, the system recognizes it and waits for subsequent interaction, such as
listening to the feedback of your question, so it is unnecessary to recognize
subsequent segments.

wss-URI
●

wss-URI format
wss /v1/{project_id}/rasr/sentence-stream
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Parameters
Table 8-3 Parameter description

●

Parameter

Mandator
y

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain
the project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

Request example

wss://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/rasr/sentence-stream
Request header:
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...

NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to
services and regions. For details, see Endpoints.

8.3 RASR Requests
8.3.1 RASR Working Process
The working process of RASR consists of four phases: starting recognition, sending
audio data, ending recognition, and closing the connection.
●

During the phase of starting recognition, a start command needs to be sent,
containing configurations such as the sampling rate, audio format, and
whether to return the intermediate results. The server returns a start
response.

●

During the phase of sending audio data, the client sends audio data in
segments. The server returns the recognition results or other events, such as
audio timeout and excess long mute duration.

●

After the audio is sent, the client sends a request for ending audio sending,
and the server returns an end response.

●

In RASR, the client must disconnect from the server proactively. If the server
does not receive any data from the client after 20s, it returns an error and
disconnects from the client.
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Figure 8-1 Working process

8.3.2 Starting the Recognition
Function
After the wss handshake request receives a successful response, the
communication protocol between the client and the server is upgraded to the
WebSocket protocol. Through the WebSocket protocol, the client sends a
recognition starting request used to configure related RASR parameters.
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Request
Table 8-4 Parameters
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

command

Yes

String

Sets this parameter to START,
indicating the recognition starting
request.

config

Yes

Object

Configuration information.
Structure information. For details,
see Table 8-5.

Table 8-5 config data structure
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

audio_format

Yes

String

Supported audio format. For details,
see Table 8-7.

property

Yes

String

Model feature string in use.
Generally, the value is in the

language_sampling rate_domain
format, for example,
chinese_8k_common. For details,
see Table 8-6.

add_punc

No

String

Whether to add punctuation marks
to the recognition result. Possible
values are yes and no. The default
value is no.

digit_norm

No

String

Whether to convert digits in the
speech into Arabic numerals.
Possible values are yes and no. The
default value is yes.
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Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

vad_head

No

Integer

If the mute duration at the
beginning of an audio recording is
greater than the value of this
parameter, a 'long-time muting"
event will be returned. If the
parameter is set to 0, long-time
muting is not checked. This
parameter is valid only in singlesentence mode of RASR.
The value ranges from 0 to 60,000
(including 0 and 60,000) and the
unit is ms. The default value is
10,000 ms, that is, 10s.

vad_tail

No

Integer

In normal cases, the value of this
parameter cannot be set to a large
value. If the muting length at the
end of a speech is greater than the
value of this parameter, the system
considers that a sentence ends. This
parameter is valid in the continuous
and single-sentence modes of RASR.
The value ranges from 0 to 3,000
(including 0 and 3,000) and the unit
is ms. The default value is 500 ms.

max_seconds

No

Integer

In normal cases, the value of this
parameter cannot be set to a large
value. If the duration of a speech
exceeds the value of this parameter,
the system considers that a
sentence ends (forcibly). This
parameter is valid in the continuous
and single-sentence modes of RASR.
The value ranges from 1 to 60
(including 60) and the unit is
second. The default value is 30s.

interim_results
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Whether to output the intermediate
result. The value can be yes or no.
The default value is no, which
indicates that the intermediate
result is not output.
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Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

vocabulary_id

No

String

ID of a hot word table. If no hot
word table is used, this field can be
left blank.
For details about how to create a
hot word table, see Creating a Hot
Word Table.

Table 8-6 Value range of property
Value

Description

chinese_8k_common

Speech recognition of Chinese Mandarin with
a sampling rate of 8 kHz

chinese_16k_common

Speech recognition of Chinese Mandarin with
a sampling rate of 16 kHz

chinese_16k_general

Speech recognition of Chinese Mandarin with
a sampling rate of 16 kHz and some simple
dialects
If this parameter is selected, the vad_tail,
max_seconds, and vocabulary_id parameters
are not supported.
The format can only be pcm16k16bit, and the
region can only be cn-north-4. In addition,
only the continuous mode is supported.

Table 8-7 Value range of audio_format
Value

Description

pcm16k16bit

16 kHz, 16-bit mono-channel audio recording
data

pcm8k16bit

8 kHz, 16-bit mono-channel audio recording
data

ulaw16k8bit

16 kHz, 8-bit ulaw mono-channel audio
recording data

ulaw8k8bit

8 kHz, 8-bit ulaw mono-channel audio
recording data

alaw16k8bit

16 kHz, 8-bit alaw mono-channel audio
recording data
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Value

Description

alaw8k8bit

8 kHz, 8-bit alaw mono-channel audio
recording data

NOTE
Currently, only the RAW audio format is supported. The code with a WAV header or in ARM
format is not supported.

Example
{

}

"command": "START",
"config":
{
"audio_format": "ulaw8k8bit",
"property": "chinese_8k_common",
"add_punc": "yes",
"vad_tail": 400,
"interim_results": "yes"
}

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

8.3.3 Sending Audio Data
After receiving the "recognition starting" response, the client starts to send audio
data. To save traffic, audio is sent in binary messages.
The audio data is sent by segment, so the client can send a binary message after a
certain amount of audio data is obtained. It is recommended that each segment
be 50 ms to 1000 ms long. When real-time feedback is required, a segment can be
100 ms long. Otherwise, a segment can be 500 ms long.

8.3.4 Ending the Recognition
Function
To cancel or end the recognition of a speech being recognized, the client needs to
send a "recognition ending" request over WebSocket. The "recognition ending"
request is sent in a text message. The commands and parameters are in JSON
character strings.
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Request
Table 8-8 Parameters
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

command

Yes

String

Set this parameter to END, indicating the
recognition ending request.

cancel

No

Boolen

● true: Indicates that the recognition is
canceled, that is, the audio data being
recognized and to be recognized is
discarded and the remaining results are
not returned.
● false: Continues to process the audio
data being recognized and to be
recognized until all input data is
processed.
Default value: false

Example
{
}

"command": "END",
"cancel": false

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

8.4 RASR Responses
8.4.1 Responses to Recognition Starting Requests
Because the WebSocket is in full-duplex mode, the response is a message sent
from the server to the client, but not all requests have corresponding responses.
After receiving the "recognition starting" request, the server sends a response
(JSON character string) in a text message.
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Response
Table 8-9 Response parameters
Parameter

Type

Description

resp_type

String

The value of this parameter is START,
indicating the response to a recognition
starting request.

trace_id

String

Service internal token used to trace a
specific process in logs

Example
{
}

"resp_type": "START",
"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

8.4.2 Event Responses
After detecting certain events, the server sends corresponding responses (JSON
character strings) in text messages.

Response
Table 8-10 Response parameters
Parameter

Type

Description

resp_type

String

The value of this parameter is EVENT,
indicating the response to a recognition
starting request.

trace_id

String

Service internal token used to trace a
specific process in logs

event

String

For detailed events, see Value Range
and Description of Parameter event.

timestamp

Integer

This is a reserved field. It will be used to
indicate the time when an event occurs.
The start time of a speech is 00:00. The
unit is ms.
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Value Range and Description of Parameter event
Table 8-11 Value range of event
Event

Description

VOICE_STAR

Detects the start of a sentence.

VOICE_END

Detects the end of a sentence.

EXCEEDED_SILENCE

The mute duration is too long, that is, no
sound is detected during a certain time period.

EXCEEDED_AUDIO

The input audio is too long. That is, the total
audio length of a speech is greater than the
maximum allowed length (for example, 5
hours) configured in the background.

●

●

●

In streaming mode:
–

The VOICE_START, VOICE_END, and EXCEEDED_SILENCE events are not
returned.

–

After the EXCEEDED_AUDIO event is returned, subsequent audio
segments will be ignored.

In single-sentence mode:
–

When the VOICE_START event is returned, speech is detected and the IVR
system can interrupt the recognition.

–

After the VOICE_END event is returned, the recognition of a sentence
ends and subsequent audio segments will be ignored.

–

Only one set of VOICE_START and VOICE_END events will be returned.

–

If the EXCEEDED_SILENCE event is returned, no sound is detected during
the period specified by vad_head. That is, the user did not speak. Then,
subsequent audio segments will be ignored.

–

After the EXCEEDED_AUDIO event is returned, subsequent audio
segments will be ignored.

In continuous mode:
–

The VOICE_START, VOICE_END, and EXCEEDED_SILENCE events are not
returned.

–

After the EXCEEDED_AUDIO event is returned, subsequent audio
segments will be ignored.

Example
{

}

"resp_type": "EVENT",
"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651",
"event": "VOICE_END",
"timestamp": 1500
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Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

8.4.3 Recognition Result Responses
After receiving the continuous audio data from the client, the server sends the
recognition results back by sentence in real time. The result responses (JSON
character strings) are put in text messages.

Response
Table 8-12 Response parameters
Parameter

Type

Description

resp_type

String

The value of this parameter is RESULT,
indicating the recognition result response.

trace_id

String

Service internal token used to trace a
specific process in logs

segments

Array of objects

Result of multiple segments.
For details, see Table 8-13.

Table 8-13 segment data structure
Parameter

Type

Description

start_time

Integer

Start timestamp of a segment
(unit: ms)

end_time

Integer

End timestamp of a segment
(unit: ms)

is_final

Boolen

The value true indicates that the
result is the final result, and the
value false indicates that the
result is a temporary
intermediate result.

result

Object

If the calling is successful, this
parameter indicates the
recognition result. Otherwise,
this parameter is invalid.
For details, see Table 8-14.
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Table 8-14 result data structure
Parameter

Type

Description

text

String

Recognition result

score

Float

Confidence level of the recognition result.
The value ranges from 0 to 1. This value is
assigned only when the final result is
output. In the intermediate results, the
value is always 0.0.
NOTE
Currently, the confidence level does not help
much. Do not rely too much on this value.

Example
{

}

"resp_type": "RESULT",
"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651",
"segments":
[
{
"start_time": 100,
"end_time": 1500,
"is_final": false,
"result":
{
"text": "intermediate result of the first sentence",
"score": 0.0
},
},
]

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

8.4.4 Error Responses
Error responses report errors that do not affect the recognition process but
interrupt the current session, including the following:
●

Incorrect configuration strings, including those that cannot be recognized and
those whose value range is invalid.

●

Incorrect time sequence. For example, the "recognition starting" command is
sent twice consecutively.

●

Errors occurring during the recognition process. For example, an error occurs
during audio decoding.

If an error response is sent during a session, a "recognition ending" response will
also be sent to mark the end of the session. If the session does not start, the
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system does not perform other operations after sending the error response. The
subsequent audio data is ignored until the next "recognition starting" request is
received.

Response
Table 8-15 Response parameters
Parameter

Type

Description

resp_type

String

The value of this parameter is ERROR,
indicating the error response.

trace_id

String

Service internal token used to trace a
specific process in logs.
In some cases, this field may not exist.

error_code

String

Error codes. For details, see Error Codes.

error_msg

String

Returned error message

Example
{

}

"resp_type": "ERROR",
"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651",
"error_code": "SIS.0002",
"error_msg": "***"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

8.4.5 Fatal Error Responses
Fatal errors interrupt the whole recognition process. For example, the interval
between two audio segments sent by the client times out (for example, exceed
20s).
When a fatal error occurs, the process stops and the server disconnects from the
client.
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Response
Table 8-16 Response parameters
Parameter

Type

Description

resp_type

String

The value of this parameter is
FATAL_ERROR, indicating the response
to a recognition starting request.

trace_id

String

Service internal token used to trace a
specific process in logs

error_code

String

Error codes. For details, see Error Codes.

error_msg

String

Returned error message

Example
{

}

"resp_type": "FATAL_ERROR",
"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651",
"error_code": "SIS.0002",
"error_msg": "***"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

8.4.6 Responses to Recognition Ending Requests
After receiving the "recognition ending" request or errors occur during the
recognition process, the server sends responses (JSON character strings) in text
messages.

Response
Table 8-17 Response parameters
Parameter

Type

Description

resp_type

String

The value of this parameter is END,
indicating the response to a recognition
ending request.

trace_id

String

Service internal token used to trace a
specific process in logs

reason

String

End cause. For details, see Table 8-18.
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Table 8-18 End causes
Parameter

Description

NORMAL

The process ends normally.

CANCEL

The user cancels the process. When the client
sends a "recognition ending" command, the
value of parameter cancel is true.

ERROR

An error occurred during the recognition
process.

Example
{

}

"resp_type": "END",
"trace_id": "567e8537-a89c-13c3-a882-826321939651",
"reason": "NORMAL",

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.
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ASR APIs

Function
ASR converts audio recordings whose duration is within 1 minute and whose size
is less than 4 MB into text. For details about the constraints on using this API, see
Restrictions and Limitations. For details about how to use this API, see
Introduction to SIS.

URI
URI format
POST /v1.0/voice/asr/sentence

Request
Table 9-1 describes the request parameters.
Table 9-1 Request parameters:
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

data

Configure
either this
parameter or
url.

String

Audio data (encoded by Base64).
The size of the data after being
encoded by Base64 cannot exceed
4 MB. The audio duration cannot
exceed 1 minute.
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Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

url

Configure
either this
parameter or
data.

String

URL of an audio file. Currently,
public-read OBS URLs or URLs for
temporarily authorized access to
audio files stored on OBS are
supported.
For details, see Configuring
Access Permissions of OBS. The
region of OBS must be the same
as that of the requested service
and belong to the same account.
If the regions are inconsistent or
the accounts are not the same,
OBS is unavailable even if OBS
has public access permissions.
For security purposes, the current
service cannot obtain data from
any URL on the public network.

encode_type

No

String

Audio files in WAV, MP3, WMA,
AMR, AC3, OGG, and AAC formats
are supported.

sample_rate

No

String

Audio sampling rate. This
parameter is not required for
other audio file formats except
WAV.
For WAV files, the following
sampling rates are supported:
● 8k: indicates 8 kHz. The default
rate is 8 kHz.
● 16k: indicates 16 kHz.

Response
Table 9-2 describes the response parameters.
Table 9-2 Response parameters
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

result

Yes

Object

If the calling is successful, this parameter
indicates the calling result. For details,
see Table 9-3.
This parameter is not included when the
API fails to be called.
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Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

error_code

No

String

Error code returned when the API fails to
be called.
This parameter is not included when the
API is successfully called.

error_msg

No

String

Error message of a failed API call.
This parameter is not included when the
API is successfully called.

Table 9-3 result data structure
Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

words

Yes

String

Text output by ASR. The encoding
format is UTF-8.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example (Method 1: Use Base64 to encode the speech.)

POST https://{endpoint}/v1.0/voice/asr/sentence

Request Header:
Content-Type:application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request Body:
{
"data":"/+MgxAAUeHpMAUkQAANhuRACAIAgKHKQmRisVo0aNAgQIIQyCgGBiwfB8H4IAgCAJg+D4Ph
+IAQBBywfB8HwQDGAwfB8HwfBA5gM/L...",
"encode_type": "wav",
"sample_rate": "8k"
}

●

Request example (Method 2: Use the URL of a speech segment.)
POST https://{endpoint}/v1.0/voice/asr/sentence

Request Header:
Content-Type:application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request Body:
{
"url":"https://BucketName.obs.myhuaweicloud.com/ObjectName",
"encode_type": "wav",
"sample_rate": "8k"
}

●
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{
"result":{
"words": "Welcome to HUAWEI CLOUD."
}
}

●

Response example of failed assessment

{
"error_code": "SIS.0005",
"error_msg": "The service does not exist."
}

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.
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TTS APIs

Function
TTS converts text into lifelike voices. Users can access and call the APIs to
synthesize the input text into audio and obtain the voice synthesis result in real
time. TTS provides speech services with customizable timbres, speech volumes,
and speeds for enterprises and individuals. For details about the constraints on
using this API, see Restrictions and Limitations. For details about how to use this
API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
URI format
POST /v1.0/voice/tts

Request
Table 10-1 describes the request parameters.
Table 10-1 Request parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

text

Yes

String

Text to be synthesized, which can
contain a maximum of 500
characters

voice_name

No

String

Identifier of the synthesized voice:
● xiaoyan: female voice. It is the
default voice identifier.
● xiaoqi: female voice
● xiaoyu: male voice

volume
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Volume. Its value ranges from -20
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Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

sample_rate

No

String

Sampling rate.
8k indicates 8 kHz and 16k
indicates 16 kHz. Currently, only
16 kHz is supported.

speech_spee
d

No

Integer

Speech speed. Its value ranges
from -500 to 500. The default
value is 0.

pitch_rate

No

Integer

Pitch. Its value ranges from -500
to 500. The default value is 0.

Response
Table 10-2 describes the response parameters.
Table 10-2 Response parameters
Parameter

Ma
nda
tor
y

Type

Description

result

Yes

Object

Synthesized speech content when the API is
successfully called. For details, see Table 10-3.
This parameter is not included when the API
fails to be called.

error_code

No

String

Error code of a failed API call.
This parameter is not included when the API
is successfully called.

error_msg

No

String

Error message of a failed API call.
This parameter is not included when the API
is successfully called.
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Table 10-3 result data structure
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

data

Yes

String

Synthesized
speech data,
which is returned
in Base64
encoding format.
To generate
audio, you need
to decode the
Base64 code into
a byte array and
save it as a WAV
audio file.
NOTE
The voice data is
output in WAV
format.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

POST https://{endpoint}/v1.0/voice/tts
Request Header:
Content-Type:application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request Body:
{
"text":"This is a test sample.",
"voice_name":"xiaoyan",
"volume":"0",
"sample_rate":"16k",
"speech_speed":"0",
"pitch_rate":"0"
}

●

Example of a successful response

{

"result":{
"data":"/+MgxAAUeHpMAUkQAANhuRACAIAgKHKQmRisVo0aNAgQIIQyCgGBiwfB8H4IAgCAJg+D4Ph
+IAQBBywfB8HwQDGAwfB8Hwf..."
}
}

●

Example of a failed response

{

}
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Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.
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11

Hot Word Management APIs

11.1 Creating a Hot Word Table
When using Sentence Transcription, Long Audio Transcription, and RASR, if your
field has some special words, you can use the hot word management function and
add these words to a word table to improve recognition effect.
Hot words can be person names and company names, or terms in a field, such as
person name Wang Xiaoming and high hurdle in the transportation field. It is
recommended that a hot word be short and do not contain punctuation marks or
special symbols. For restrictions, see Creating a Hot Word Table.

Function
This API is used to create a hot word table. If the table is created successfully, the
system returns its ID. A user can create a maximum of 10 hot word tables. For
details about how to use this API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
POST /v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies

●

Parameters

Table 11-1 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain the
project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.
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Request
Table 11-2 Request parameters
Parameter

Mand
atory

Type

Description

name

Yes

String

Hot word table name, which must
be unique. The name can contain a
maximum of 32 characters. Only
letters, digits, underscores (_),
hyphens (-), and pounds (#) are
allowed.

description

No

String

Table description. It can contain a
maximum of 255 characters.

language

Yes

String

Language type of the hot word
table. For details, see Table 11-3.

contents

Yes

Array of String

Chinese-English hybrid hot words
are supported. A hot word can
contain only English letters and
Chinese characters encoded in
Unicode mode. Other symbols,
including spaces, are not allowed.
Arabic numerals are written in
English (such as one).
A table supports a maximum of
1,024 hot words.
A hot word can contain 32 bytes at
most.

Table 11-3 Value range of language
Value

Description

chinese_mandarin

Chinese Mandarin

Response
Table 11-4 Response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

error_code

No

String

Refer to the error code list.

error_msg

No

String

Returned error message
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Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

vocabulary_id

Yes

String

If the calling is successful, ID of the
hot word table is returned.
Otherwise, this parameter is
invalid.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

POST https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies
Request header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request body:
{
"name": "telepower",
"description": "telepower detailed description",
"language": " chinese_mandarin",
"contents": ["example"]
}

●

Response example
–

Response example of successful recognition

{
}

–

"vocabulary_id": "CFD08A32-6176-4ad7-92F9-11ED015C8109",

Response example of failed recognition

{
}

"error_code":"SIS.0201",
"error_msg":"***"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.
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11.2 Updating a Hot Word Table
Function
This API is used to update a hot word table. If the table is updated successfully,
the system returns its ID. For details about how to use this API, see Introduction
to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
PUT /v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies/{vocabulary_id}

●

Parameters
Table 11-5 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain
the project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

vocabulary_id

Yes

ID of the hot word table to be updated

Request
Table 11-6 Request parameters
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

name

Yes

String

Hot word table name, which must
be unique. The name can contain a
maximum of 32 characters. Only
letters, digits, underscores (_),
hyphens (-), and pounds (#) are
allowed.

description

No

String

Table description. It can contain a
maximum of 255 characters.

language

Yes

String

Language type of the hot word
table. For details, see the language
value range table.
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Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

contents

Yes

Array of
strings

Chinese-English hybrid hot words
are supported. A hot word can
contain only English letters and
Chinese characters encoded in
Unicode mode. Other symbols,
including spaces, are not allowed.
A table supports a maximum of
1,024 hot words.
A hot word can contain 32 bytes at
most.

Table 11-7 Value range of language
Value

Description

chinese_mandarin

Chinese Mandarin

Response
Table 11-8 Response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

error_code

No

String

Refer to the error code list.

error_msg

No

String

Returned error message

vocabulary_id

Yes

String

If the calling is successful, ID of the
hot word table is returned.
Otherwise, this parameter is
invalid.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

PUT https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies/{vocabulary_id}
Request header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
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Request body:
{
"name": "telepower",
"description": "telepower detailed description",
"language": "chinese_mandarin",
"contents": ["example"]
}

●

Response example
–

Response example of successful recognition

{
}

–

"vocabulary_id": "CFD08A32-6176-4ad7-92F9-11ED015C8109",

Response example of failed recognition
{

}

"error_code":"SIS.0201",
"error_msg":"***"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

11.3 Querying Hot Word Table Information
Function
This API queries the information and content of a hot word table based on its ID.
For details about how to use this API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
GET /v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies/{vocabulary_id}

●

Parameters
Table 11-9 URI parameters
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Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain
the project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

vocabulary_id

Yes

ID of the hot word table to be queried
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Response
Table 11-10 Response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

error_code

No

String

Refer to the error code list.

error_msg

No

String

Returned error message

vocabulary_id

Yes

String

If the calling is successful, ID of the
hot word table is returned.
Otherwise, this parameter is
invalid.

name

Yes

String

If the calling is successful, name of
the hot word table is returned.
Otherwise, this parameter is
invalid.

language

Yes

String

If the calling is successful,
language type of the hot word
table is returned. Otherwise, this
parameter is invalid.

description

Yes

String

If the calling is successful,
description of the hot word table is
returned. Otherwise, this
parameter is invalid.

contents

Yes

Array of
strings

If the calling is successful, the hot
word table is returned. Otherwise,
this parameter is invalid.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

GET https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies/{vocabulary_id}
Request header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...

●

Response example
–
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Response example of successful recognition

{

"vocabulary_id": "CFD08A32-6176-4ad7-92F9-11ED015C8109",
"name": "telepower",
"description": "telepower detailed description",
"language": " chinese_mandarin",
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}

–

"contents": ["example"]

Response example of failed recognition
{

}

"error_code":"SIS.0201",
"error_msg":"***"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

11.4 Deleting a Hot Word Table
Function
This API is used to delete a hot word table based on its ID. For details about how
to use this API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
DELETE /v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies/{vocabulary_id}

●

Parameters
Table 11-11 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain
the project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

vocabulary_id

Yes

ID of the hot word table to be deleted.

Response
No response message will be returned. If HTTP status code 200 is returned, the
table is deleted successfully.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●
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Request example

DELETE https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies/{vocabulary_id}
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Request header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...

●

Response example

None

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

11.5 Querying Hot Word Tables
Function
This API is used to query all hot word tables of a user. For details about how to
use this API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
GET /v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies

●

Parameters

Table 11-12 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain the
project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

Request
Table 11-13 Request parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

name

No

String

Hot word table name used for hot
table filtering
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Response
Table 11-14 Response parameters
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

error_code

No

String

Refer to the error code list.

error_msg

No

String

Returned error message

result

Yes

Array of objects

If the calling is successful, hot
word tables are returned.
Otherwise, this parameter is
invalid.

Table 11-15 result field data structure
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

vocabulary_id

Yes

String

Hot word ID

name

Yes

String

Name of a hot word table

language

Yes

String

Language type of the hot word
table

description

Yes

String

Description of a hot word table

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

GET https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/asr/vocabularies
Request header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...

●

Response example
–

Issue 01 (2020-11-19)

Response example of successful recognition

{

"result": [
{
"vocabulary_id": "5F85A74C-BED9-4a15-B66E-039251D877D6",
"language": "chinese_mandarin",
"name": "weather",
"description": "no desc"
},
{
"vocabulary_id": "50875954-7328-42ab-B236-B3EC6E22207A",
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}

–

]

}

"language": "chinese_mandarin",
"name": "war",
"description": "no desc"

Response example of failed recognition
{

}

"error_code":"SIS.0201",
"error_msg":"***"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.
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12

Oral English Assessment APIs

12.1 Speech Assessment
Function
This API is used to give a score after assessing the audio data and exam paper. For
details about how to use this API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
POST /v1/{project_id}/assessment/audio

●

Parameters

Table 12-1 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain the
project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

Request
Table 12-2 Request parameters
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

config

Yes

Object

Configuration information. For
details, see Table 12-3.
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Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

audio_data

Yes

String

Base64 character string converted
from the audio. The size cannot
exceed 1 MB.
Every 8 seconds or shorter are
counted as one API call. For
example, an audio file of 4 seconds
or 8 seconds is processed in one API
call, but an audio file of 9 seconds
is processed in two API calls.

ref_text

Yes

String

Exam paper corresponding to the
assessed audio data. The value
contains a maximum of 256 bytes.

Table 12-3 config data structure
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

audio_format

No

String

Audio format. For details, see Table
12-4. If the parameter is not
configured, the default value auto is
retained. Note that the sampling rate
must be greater than 16,000 Hz
regardless of the audio format.

language

Yes

String

Language to be assessed. For details,
see Table 12-5.

mode

Yes

String

Assessment mode. For details, see
Table 12-6.

Table 12-4 Value range of audio_format
Value

Description

auto

Automatic determination. The system automatically
determines the WAV (pcm/ulaw/alaw encoding
format), MP3, M4A, ogg-opus, or AMR format. This
value is recommended.

wav

WAV format

aac

AAC format

mp3

MP3 format

amr

AMR format
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Value

Description

m4a

M4A format

opus

ogg-opus format

Table 12-5 Value range of language
Value

Description

en_gb

English-British accent

Table 12-6 Value range of mode
Value

Description

word

Word mode

sentence

Sentence mode

Response
Table 12-7 and Table 12-8 describe the response parameters.
Table 12-7 Call failure response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

error_code

Yes

String

For details, see the error code list.
This parameter is not included
when the API is successfully called.

error_msg

Yes

String

Returned error message. This
parameter is not included when
the API is successfully called.

Table 12-8 Call success response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive score. The value
ranges from 0 to 100.
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Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

completeness

Yes

Float

Completeness score. The value
ranges from 0 to 100. It is the
proportion of words pronounced
clearly.

duration

Yes

Float

Audio duration, in seconds

pronunciation

Yes

Object

Pronunciation score. For details,
see Table 12-9.

fluency

Yes

Object

Fluency score. For details, see
Table 12-10.

words

Yes

Array of
objects

Assessment result list of each word
in the exam paper. For details, see
Table 12-11.

traceId

Yes

String

This field can be submitted for
fault locating.

Table 12-9 pronunciation data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive pronunciation
score. The value ranges from 0 to
100.

gop

Yes

Float

Pronunciation score. The value
ranges from 0 to 100.

Table 12-10 fluency data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive fluency score. The
value ranges from 0 to 100.

rhythm

Yes

Float

Rhythm score. The value ranges
from 0 to 100.
It indicates whether phonemes are
appropriately pronounced.

cohesion
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Yes

Float

Cohesion score. The value ranges
from 0 to 100.
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Table 12-11 word data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

text

Yes

String

Word text without punctuations.
After the frontend calls the
interface, it is recommended that
this parameter be used to display
the result on the UI.

text_original

Yes

String

Original word text transferred
when the interface is called.

text_normalised

Yes

Array of
string

Word obtained after the original
text is normalized.
For example, ["one", ""hundred",
"and", "seventy", "five"] is
obtained after 175 is normalized.

out_of_vocabulary

Yes

Boolean

Whether the model pronunciation
dictionary is hit.
If the dictionary is not hit, the
pronunciation inferred according
to the pronunciation rules is used
as a standard for assessment.

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive score. The value
ranges from 0 to 100.

start_time

Yes

Float

Word pronunciation start time, in
seconds

end_time

Yes

Float

Word pronunciation end time, in
seconds

pronunciation

Yes

Object

Word pronunciation score. For
details, see Table 12-9.

fluency

Yes

Object

Word fluency score. For details, see
Table 12-12.

phonemes

Yes

Array of
objects

Phoneme assessment result list.
For details, see Table 12-13.

Table 12-12 Word and phoneme fluency data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive fluency score. The
value ranges from 0 to 100.
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Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

rhythm

Yes

Float

Rhythm score. The value ranges
from 0 to 100. It indicates whether
phonemes are appropriately
pronounced.

Table 12-13 phoneme data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

arpa

Yes

String

Phoneme set (ARPAbet)

ipa

Yes

String

Phoneme set (International
Phonetic Alphabet)

start_time

Yes

Float

Phoneme pronunciation start time,
in seconds

end_time

Yes

Float

Phoneme pronunciation end time,
in seconds

fluency

Yes

Object

Phoneme fluency score. For details,
see Table 12-12.

pronunciation

Yes

Object

Phoneme pronunciation score. For
details, see Table 12-9.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

POST https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/assessment/audio
Request Header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request Body:
{
"config":{
"audio_format": "wav",
"language": "en_gb",
"mode": "word"
},
"audio_data": "/+MgxAAUeHpMAUkQAANhuRAC...",
"ref_text": "the"
}
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Response example
–

Response example of successful assessment
{

"pronunciation": {
"score": 78.75914588018699,
"gop": 78.75914588018699
},
"fluency": {
"score": 93.54487425415604,
"cohesion": 100.0,
"rhythm": 87.08974850831208
},
"score": 68.9237874340553,
"completeness": 77.77777777777777,
"duration": 4.245,
"words": [
{
"pronunciation": {
"score": 78.75914588018699,
"gop": 78.75914588018699
},
"out_of_vocabulary": false,
"text": "the",
"text_original": "the",
"text_normalised": [
"the"
],
"score": 81.94181621551513,
"fluency": {
"score": 86.79680229187012,
"rhythm": 86.79680229187012
},
"start_time": 0.39,
"end_time": 0.48,
"phonemes": [
{
"fluency": {
"score": 78.87865902900697,
"rhythm": 78.87865902900697
},
"end_time": 0.41000000000000003,
"arpa": "dh",
"ipa": "",
"pronunciation": {
"score": 78.75914588018699,
"gop": 78.75914588018699
},
"start_time": 0.39
},
{
"fluency": {
"score": 94.71494555473328,
"rhythm": 94.71494555473328
},
"end_time": 0.48,
"arpa": "iy",
"ipa": "",
"pronunciation": {
"score": 78.75914588018699,
"gop": 78.75914588018699
},
"start_time": 0.41000000000000003
}
]
}
]
}

–
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{
}

"error_code":"SIS.0701",
"error_msg":"The size of reference text is too long"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.

12.2 Multi-Modal Assessment
Function
This API is used to give a score after assessing the video data as well as the audio
data and exam papers corresponding to the videos. For details about how to use
this API, see Introduction to SIS.

URI
●

URI format
POST /v1/{project_id}/assessment/video

●

Parameters

Table 12-14 URI parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

project_id

Yes

Project ID. For details about how to obtain the
project ID, see Obtaining a Project ID.

Request
Table 12-15 Request parameters
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

config

Yes

Object

Configuration information. For
details, see Table 12-16.
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Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

video_data

Yes

String

Base64 character string converted
from the video. The size cannot
exceed 10 MB.
Every 8 seconds or shorter are
counted as one API call. For
example, a video file of 4 seconds
or 8 seconds is processed in one API
call, but a video file of 9 seconds is
processed in two API calls.

ref_text

Yes

String

Exam paper corresponding to the
assessed video and audio data. The
value contains a maximum of 256
bytes.

Table 12-16 config data structure
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

video_format

No

String

Video encapsulation format. For
details, see Table 12-17. If the
parameter is not configured, the
default value auto is retained. Note
that the frame rate must be greater
than 25 fps and the definition must
be greater than 240 x 240 regardless
of the format.

language

Yes

String

Language to be assessed. For details,
see Table 12-18.

mode

Yes

String

Assessment mode. For details, see
Table 12-19.

Table 12-17 Value range of video_format
Value

Description

auto

Automatic determination: The system automatically
determines the video encapsulation format.

avi

AVI encapsulation format

mp4

MP4 encapsulation format

webm

WEBM encapsulation format
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Value

Description

mkv

MKV encapsulation format

flv

FLV encapsulation format

NOTE
The video definition cannot be lower than 240p, and the frame rate cannot be lower than
25 fps.

Table 12-18 Value range of language
Value

Description

en_gb

English-British accent

Table 12-19 Value range of mode
Value

Description

word

Word mode

sentence

Sentence mode

Response
Table 12-20 and Table 12-21 describe the response parameters.
Table 12-20 Call failure response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

error_code

Yes

String

For details, see the error code list.
This parameter is not included
when the API is successfully called.

error_msg

Yes

String

Returned error message. This
parameter is not included when
the API is successfully called.
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Table 12-21 Call success response parameters
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive score. The value
ranges from 0 to 100.

completeness

Yes

Float

Completeness score. The value
ranges from 0 to 100.
It is the proportion of words
pronounced clearly.

duration

Yes

Float

Audio duration, in seconds

pronunciation

Yes

Object

Pronunciation score. For details,
see Table 12-22.

fluency

Yes

Object

Fluency score. For details, see
Table 12-23.

words

Yes

Array of
objects

Assessment result list of each word
in the exam paper. For details, see
Table 12-24.

traceId

Yes

String

This field can be submitted for
fault locating.

Table 12-22 pronunciation data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive pronunciation
score. The value ranges from 0 to
100.

gop

Yes

Float

Pronunciation score. The value
ranges from 0 to 100.

Table 12-23 fluency data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive fluency score. The
value ranges from 0 to 100.

rhythm

Yes

Float

Rhythm score. The value ranges
from 0 to 100.
It indicates whether phonemes are
appropriately pronounced.
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Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

cohesion

Yes

Float

Cohesion score. The value ranges
from 0 to 100.

Table 12-24 word data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

text

Yes

String

Word text without punctuations.
After the frontend calls the
interface, it is recommended that
this parameter be used to display
the result on the UI.

text_original

Yes

String

Original word text transferred
when the API is called

text_normalised

Yes

Array of
string

Word obtained after the original
text is normalized.
For example, ["one", ""hundred",
"and", "seventy", "five"] is
obtained after 175 is normalized.

out_of_vocabulary

Yes

Boolean

Whether the model pronunciation
dictionary is hit.
If the dictionary is not hit, the
pronunciation inferred according
to the pronunciation rules is used
as a standard for assessment.

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive score. The value
ranges from 0 to 100.

start_time

Yes

Float

Word pronunciation start time, in
seconds

end_time

Yes

Float

Word pronunciation end time, in
seconds

pronunciation

Yes

Object

Word pronunciation score. For
details, see Table 12-22.

fluency

Yes

Object

Word fluency score. For details, see
Table 12-25.

phonemes

Yes

Array of
objects

Phoneme assessment result list.
For details, see Table 12-26.
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Table 12-25 Word and phoneme fluency data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

score

Yes

Float

Comprehensive fluency score. The
value ranges from 0 to 100.

rhythm

Yes

Float

Rhythm score. The value ranges
from 0 to 100. It indicates whether
phonemes are appropriately
pronounced.

Table 12-26 phoneme data structure
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

arpa

Yes

String

Phoneme set (ARPAbet)

ipa

Yes

String

Phoneme set (International
Phonetic Alphabet)

start_time

Yes

Float

Phoneme pronunciation start time,
in seconds

end_time

Yes

Float

Phoneme pronunciation end time,
in seconds

fluency

Yes

Object

Phoneme fluency score. For details,
see Table 12-25.

pronunciation

Yes

Object

Phoneme pronunciation score. For
details, see Table 12-22.

Example
NOTE
The endpoint is the request URL for calling an API. Endpoints vary according to services and
regions. For details, see Endpoints.

●

Request example

POST https://{endpoint}/v1/{project_id}/assessment/video
Request Header:
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token:
MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDTQCAQExDTALBglghkgBZQMEAgEwgguVBgkqhkiG...
Request Body:
{
"config":{
"video_format": "avi",
"language": "en_gb",
"mode": "word"
},
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●

"video_data": "/+MgxAAUeHpMAUkQAANhuRAC...",
"ref_text": "sit down"

Response example
–

Issue 01 (2020-11-19)
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Response example of successful assessment

{

"pronunciation": {
"score": 78.75914588018699,
"gop": 78.75914588018699
},
"fluency": {
"score": 93.54487425415604,
"cohesion": 100.0,
"rhythm": 87.08974850831208
},
"score": 68.9237874340553,
"completeness": 77.77777777777777,
"duration": 4.245,
"words": [
{
"pronunciation": {
"score": 78.75914588018699,
"gop": 78.75914588018699
},
"out_of_vocabulary": false,
"text": "the",
"text_original": "the",
"text_normalised": [
"the"
],
"score": 81.94181621551513,
"fluency": {
"score": 86.79680229187012,
"rhythm": 86.79680229187012
},
"start_time": 0.39,
"end_time": 0.48,
"phonemes": [
{
"fluency": {
"score": 78.87865902900697,
"rhythm": 78.87865902900697
},
"end_time": 0.41000000000000003,
"arpa": "dh",
"ipa": "",
"pronunciation": {
"score": 78.75914588018699,
"gop": 78.75914588018699
},
"start_time": 0.39
},
{
"fluency": {
"score": 94.71494555473328,
"rhythm": 94.71494555473328
},
"end_time": 0.48,
"arpa": "iy",
"ipa": "",
"pronunciation": {
"score": 78.75914588018699,
"gop": 78.75914588018699
},
"start_time": 0.41000000000000003
}
]
}
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]
}

–

Response example of failed assessment
{

}

"error_code":"SIS.0701",
"error_msg":"The size of reference text is too long"

Status Code
For details about status codes, see Status Codes.

Error Code
For details about error codes, see Error Codes.
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13

Appendix

13.1 Audio Examples
Table 13-1 lists the test audio recordings. The title of each audio recording file
contains the sampling rate and bit width. For example, 8k16bit.pcm indicates that
the audio sampling rate is 8 kHz and the bit width is 16 bits.
Table 13-1 Audio examples
Audio
Format

Download Link

MP3

https://sis-sample-audio.obs.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/
16k16bit.mp3

WAV

https://sis-sample-audio.obs.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/
16k16bit.wav

PCM

https://sis-sample-audio.obs.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/
16k16bit.pcm

PCM

https://sis-sample-audio.obs.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/
8k16bit.pcm

13.2 Obtaining a Project ID
Obtaining a Project ID from the Console
1.

Log in to the management console.

2.

Move the cursor over your username in the upper right corner and click My
Credentials from the drop-down list.

3.

On the My Credentials page, view the username and account name and view
projects in the project list.
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Figure 13-1 Viewing the project ID

If there are multiple projects, unfold the target region and obtain the project ID
from the Project ID column.

Obtaining a Project ID by Calling an API
The API for obtaining a project ID is GET https://{Endpoint}/v3/projects.
{Endpoint} indicates the endpoint of IAM. For details about API authentication,
see Authentication.
The following is an example response. If SIS is deployed in the cn-north-4the
value of name in the request body is cn-north-4, and the value of id in projects is
the project ID.
{

"projects": [
{
"domain_id": "65382450e8f64ac0870cd180d14e684b",
"is_domain": false,
"parent_id": "65382450e8f64ac0870cd180d14e684b",
"name": "project_name",
"description": "",
"links": {
"next": null,
"previous": null,
"self": "https://www.example.com/v3/projects/a4a5d4098fb4474fa22https://supportintl.huaweicloud.com/zh-cn/devg-apisign/api-sign-provide.htmlcd05f897d6b99"
},
"id": "a4a5d4098fb4474fa22cd05f897d6b99",
"enabled": true
}
],
"links": {
"next": null,
"previous": null,
"self": "https://www.example.com/v3/projects"
}
}

13.3 Obtaining an Account ID
An account ID (domain-id) is required for some URLs when an API is called. To
obtain an account, perform the following operations:
1.

Log in to the management console after registration.

2.

Click the username and select My Credentials from the drop-down list.
On the My Credentials page, view the Account ID.
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Figure 13-2 Viewing the account ID

13.4 Common Request Parameters
Table 13-2 describes the request parameters.
Table 13-2 Common request parameters
Parameter

Mandatory

Description

Example

Content-type

Yes

MIME type of the
response body

application/json

ContentLength

This
parameter
is
mandatory
for POST
and PUT
requests,
but must be
left blank
for GET
requests.

Length of the request
body. The unit is byte.

3495

Upgrade

This header
field is
contained
in a
WebSocket
handshake
request
being sent.

Upgrade is the header
field used to define the
conversion protocol in
HTTP1.1.

Websocket

Connection

This header
field is
contained
in a
WebSocket
handshake
request
being sent.

The HTTP1.1 message
with the Upgrade header
must contain
Connection.

Upgrade
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Parameter

Mandatory

Description

Example

SecWebSocketKey

This header
field is
contained
in a
WebSocket
handshake
request
being sent.

Uses a random 16-byte
character sequence
encoded by Base64. This
field is sent to the server
and the server uses it to
assemble another key
value. Then, the server
places it in the
handshake response
message and sends the
message to the client.

x3JJHMbDL1EzLkh9
GBhXDw==

SecWebSocketVersion

This header
field is
contained
in a
WebSocket
handshake
request
being sent.

WebSocket protocol
version supported by the
client

13

X-Auth-Token

Yes

User token

MIINRwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIINODCCDT
QCAQExDTALBglghk
gBZQMEAgEwgguV
BgkqhkiG...

X-Language

No

Request language type.
The default value is zhcn.

en-us

NOTE
● For details about other parameters in the message header, see the HTTPS protocol
documentation.
● When calling a service API, add the message body of Content-Type to the request
message header.

13.5 Common Response Parameters
Table 13-3 describes the request parameters.
Table 13-3 Common response parameters
Parameter

Description

Content-Length

Length of the response message body. The unit is byte.

Date

Time when a response is returned
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Parameter

Description

Content-type

MIME type of the response body

Upgrade

This header field is contained in a WebSocket
handshake request being sent, and its content is
Upgrade.

Connection

This header field is contained in a WebSocket
handshake request being sent, and its content is
Upgrade.

Sec-WebSocket-Accept

Provides basic protection together with SecWebSocket-Key, such as protection against malicious
or unintentional connections.

13.6 Status Codes
Table 13-4 Status codes
Status Code

Description

100

Continue

101

Switching Protocols

200

OK

201

Created

202

Accepted

203

Non-Authoritative Information

204

NO Content

205

Reset Content

206

Partial Content

300

Multiple Choices

301

Moved Permanently

302

Found

303

See Other

304

Not Modified

305

Use Proxy

306

Unused

400

Bad Request
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Status Code

Description

401

Unauthorized

402

Payment Required

403

Forbidden

404

Not Found

405

Method Not Allowed

406

Not Acceptable

407

Proxy Authentication Required

408

Request Timeout

409

Conflict

410

Gone

411

Length Required

412

Precondition Failed

413

Request Entity Too Large

414

Request URI Too Long

415

Unsupported Media Type

416

Requested Range Not Satisfiable

417

Expectation Failed

422

Unprocessable Entity

429

Too Many Requests

500

Internal Server Error

501

Not Implemented

502

Bad Gateway

503

Service Unavailable

504

Gateway Timeout

505

HTTP Version Not Supported

13.7 Error Codes
If an error occurs during API calling, no result is returned. You can locate the cause
of an error using the error codes of each API. When an API call fails, HTTPS status
code 4xx or 5xx is returned. The returned message body contains a specific error
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code and error message. If you fail to locate the cause of the error, contact
HUAWEI CLOUD customer service and provide the error code for troubleshooting.

Format of an Error Response Body
If an error occurs during API calling, an error code and a message will be
displayed. The following shows an error response body.
{

}

"error_code": "SIS.0032",
"error_msg": "'audio_format' is invalid"

In the response body, error_code is an error code, and error_msg provides
information about the error.

Error Code Description
If an error code starting with APIGW is returned after you call an API, rectify the
fault by referring to the instructions provided in API Gateway Error Codes.
Error Code

Description

Solution

SIS.0001

Connection error. For
example, the connection to
OBS or Redis is incorrect.

Contact technical support.

SIS.0003

The token does not
contain user information,
the agency has been
created, or an internal
error occurs.

Contact technical support.

SIS.0100

Internal service error.

Contact technical support.

SIS.0101

The authentication token
is abnormal.

Check whether the X-Auth-Token
in the request header, the token
parameter, and the projectId in
the URL are correct, or whether
the account is frozen.

SIS.0102

Authentication information
is missing.

Check whether the X-Auth-Token
field in the request header exists.

SIS.0012

Fields required in the
request body are missing.

Check whether mandatory fields
of request parameters are
missing.

SIS.0031

The request parameter is
not supported.

Check whether the request
parameters are correct.

SIS.0032

The JSON format of the
request body is incorrect.

Check whether the JSON format
of the request body is correct.
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Error Code

Description

Solution

SIS.0022

The product cannot be
subscribed to.

The product is not available for
purchase. Contact technical
support.

SIS.0023

Failed to subscribe to the
product.

Failed to purchase the product.
Contact technical support.

SIS.0024

Updating restrictions is not
allowed.

The product does not allow
update restrictions. Contact
technical support.

SIS.0033

The engine response timed
out.

Contact technical support.

Failed to find the hot word
table.

Check whether the request
parameters are correct or contact
technical support.

SIS.0202

You have not created any
hot word table.

Create a hot word table first.

SIS.0203

Some hot words are too
long or invalid.

Correct the invalid hot words
based on the error information.

SIS.0204

The hot word table name
already exists.

Modify the hot word table name.

SIS.0205

The language is not
supported.

Modify the hot word table.

SIS.0206

Failed to save the hot
word.

Contact technical support.

SIS.0207

The hot word content is
damaged.

Contact technical support.

SIS.0208

There are too many hot
word tables.

Delete unnecessary hot word
tables. If you need to configure
more hot word tables, contact the
customer service personnel.

SIS.0301

The input audio_format
parameter does not match
the model.

Check whether the request
parameters are correct.

SIS.0302

The internal service is
abnormal.

Contact technical support.

SIS.0303

Failed to connect to the
engine.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0304

Audio waiting timed out.

Reduce the data sending interval.

SIS.0305

An engine error occurred.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0201
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Error Code

Description

Solution

SIS.0306

An exception occurred
during speech recognition.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0307

The job is abnormal.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0401

An exception occurred
during custom audio
synthesis.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0402

The input sample_rate
parameter for TTSC is
invalid.

Check whether the request
parameters are correct.

SIS.0403

The number of characters
to be synthesized in TTSC
exceeds the upper limit.

Reduce the size of the submitted
text.

SIS.0410

The input audio_format
parameter for TTSC is
invalid.

Check whether the request
parameters are correct.

SIS.0411

The input property
parameter for TTSC is
invalid.

Check whether the request
parameters are correct.

SIS.0412

Connecting to the TTSC
engine timed out.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0413

Internal TTSC error
occurred.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0414

TTSC waiting timed out.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0415

The TTSC request body is
incorrect.

Check whether the request body
is correct.

SIS.0533

The request parameters of
Long Audio Transcription
are incorrect.

Check whether the request
parameters are correct.

SIS.0534

The request body of Long
Audio Transcription is
incorrect.

Check whether the request body
is correct.

SIS.0535

The requested file type of
Long Audio Transcription is
not supported.

Contact technical support.

SIS.0536

The number of submitted
jobs of Long Audio
Transcription reached the
upper limit.

Try again later.
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Error Code

Description

Solution

SIS.0537

The size of an audio
recording is too large.

Reduce the file size. For example,
divide it into multiple files.

SIS.0538

The Long Audio
Transcription job timed
out.

Try again later.

SIS.0601

The input parameter of
ASR or TTS is invalid.

Check whether the request
parameters are correct and
complete.

SIS.0602

The speech format for ASR
is not supported.

Check whether the encoding
format of the submitted speech is
supported.

SIS.0604

The size of the ASR file
does not meet the
requirements or the
number of words to be
synthesized in TTS exceeds
the upper limit.

Reduce the size of the speech file
or the number of words to be
synthesized. Note that when the
OBS link is used for submission,
the file size increases after
Base64 encoding.

SIS.0605

An ASR or TTS internal
error occurred.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.0608

Invalid URL.

Check the URL and ensure that
the OBS link of the corresponding
region is used.

SIS.0609

Failed to download the
audio file from the
specified URL.

Check whether the OBS is in the
public-read status or whether
OBS authentication is enabled.

SIS.0701

The size of the input audio,
video, or exam paper
exceeds the upper limit.

Refer to the error information
and API document to reduce the
size of the audio, video, or exam
paper.

SIS.0702

The input parameter is
invalid.

Refer to the error information
and API document to enter
correct parameters.

For example, the
assessment language or
mode is not supported.
The audio or video format
is not supported. The exam
paper is invalid.
SIS.0704

Oral English assessment
failed.

Try again or contact technical
support.

SIS.30002

The audio file for oral
English assessment does
not exist on OBS.

Check whether the audio file
exists on OBS.
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Error Code

Description

Solution

SIS.30003

Failed to download the
audio from OBS.

Check whether the audio on OBS
can be accessed.

SIS.30004

Failed to download the hot
word file.

Check whether the hot word file
exists.

SIS.30006

Failed to decode the audio.

Check whether the audio format
is correct.

SIS.30007

The transcription engine
failed to load hot words.

Check whether the hot word file
exists.

SIS.30008

The transcription engine
failed to transcript the
audio.

Check the parameter settings or
contact technical support.

13.8 Configuring Access Permissions of OBS
OBS
OBS provides massive, secure, reliable, and cost-effective data storage capabilities
for users to store data of any type and size.
Multimedia files such as images and audio files in the Enterprise Intelligence (EI)
services can be directly processed by OBS on HUAWEI CLOUD. This reduces service
usage costs, shortens service response time, and improves service experience. For
example, in SIS, only audio links of OBS in the same region as SIS can be used as
the URLs of the input audio data. Other audio links on the Internet cannot be
used.
For data security purposes, SIS cannot directly obtain the user data. To obtain the
user data, you need to enable the public read orSIS authorization.

Enabling Public Read Authorization
If public authorization is enabled, data is visible to all users across the entire
network.
To do so, configure the bucket policy to Public Read. For details about how to
configure the public read policy, see Configuring a Standard Bucket Policy. This
method is not recommended for private data.
Only OBS links belonging to your own account can be used. Public-read OBS links
of other users are not supported.

Enabling SIS Authorization
After public read authorization is enabled, sensitive information, such as private
data, may be disclosed. Therefore, you can enable SIS authorization instead.
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Log in to the SIS console and click Service Authorization to authorize SIS to
access OBS.
Only the primary account or a sub-account with the Security Administrator
permissions can create an agency.
Only the primary account and a sub-account with the Tenant Guest or Tenant
Administrator permissions can view the SIS console.

Uploading an Audio File
For details about how to upload an audio file, see Uploading an Object in the
OBS documentation.

Obtaining the Audio URL
For details about how to obtain the audio URL, see How Do I Obtain the Object
URL?.
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Change History

Release Date

Description

2020-08-12

● Added the high-quality pronunciation library for
TTSC.
TTSC
● Added chinese_16k_general to the property value
range of Sentence Transcription.
Sentence Transcription

2020-07-17

Added the digit_norm field in the following topics:
● Sentence Transcription
● Long Audio Transcription
● Starting the Recognition

2020-03-30

Added the following topics:
● Speech Assessment
● Multi-Modal Assessment

2019-08-30

Added the following topic:
TTSC

2019-07-30

Added the following topics:
● Sentence Transcription
● Long Audio Transcription

2019-03-30
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